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(57) ABSTRACT 

In the dimension measurement of a circuit pattern using a 
scanning electron microscope (SEM), in order to make it 
possible to automatically image desired evaluation points 
(EPs) on a sample, and automatically measure the circuit 
pattern formed at the evaluation points, according to the 
present invention, in the dimension measurement of a circuit 
pattern using a scanning electron microscope (SEM), it is 
arranged that coordinate data of the EP and design data of the 
circuit pattern including the EP are used as an input, creation 
of a dimension measurement cursor for measuring the pattern 
existing in the EP and selection or setting of the dimension 
measurement method are automatically performed based on 
the EP coordinate data and the design data to automatically 
create a recipe, and automatic imaging/measurement is per 
formed using the recipe. 

20 Claims, 15 Drawing Sheets 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
MEASURING DIMENSION OF CIRCUIT 
PATTERN FORMED ON SUBSTRATE BY 

USING SCANNING ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a scanning electron micro 
scope (SEM) capable of imaging a desired evaluation point 
on a sample and automatically measuring a desired dimen 
sion of a circuit pattern formed at the evaluation point, and to 
a measuring method therefor. Speci?cally, the present inven 
tion relates to an SEM device provided With an automatic 
recipe creating function of obtaining an SEM image of the 
desired evaluation point and automatically determining a 
recipe making it possible to perform a desired measurement 
(e. g., a measurement of Wiring Width of the line pattern or a 
measurement of a gap betWeen the line patterns) at the evalu 
ation point based on the design data of the circuit pattern 
Without using a real Wafer, and to a measuring method there 
for. In the recipe, there are designated an imaging method of 
the SEM image of the evaluation point, a position and a shape 
of a dimension measurement cursor for measuring the dimen 
sion in the desired circuit pattern after taking the SEM image, 
and a dimension measurement method. 
When forming a Wiring pattern on a semiconductor Wafer, 

there is adopted a method in Which a coating material called 
resist is applied on the semiconductor Wafer, an exposure 
mask (a reticle) for the Wiring pattern is stacked on the resist, 
a visible light beam, an ultraviolet ray, or an electron beam is 
applied on the exposure mask, thereby exposing the resist to 
be developed, thus forming the Wiring pattern With the resist 
on the semiconductor Wafer, and then an etching treatment is 
executed on the semiconductor Wafer using the Wiring pat 
tern, Which is made of the resist, as a mask, thereby forming 
the Wiring pattern. Since the Wiring pattern made of the resist 
varies in the form of the pattern depending on the intensity 
and aperture of the visible light beam, the ultraviolet ray, of 
the electron beam applied to the Wiring pattern, it is necessary 
to examine the facture of the pattern in order to form a highly 
accurate Wiring pattern. In the examination described above, 
critical dimension scanning electron microscopes (CD-SEM) 
have been used Widely in the past. 

The coordinate point, at Which the SEM imaging is per 
formed for evaluating the pattern shape, is called an evalua 
tion point, and hereinafter abbreviated as EP. The EP is des 
ignated by the user in some cases, or provided by the 
coordinates of a hot spot (a critical point) on the semiconduc 
tor pattern to be examined in other cases. The coordinates of 
the hot spot can be estimated by an exposure simulation or the 
like. Various dimensional values such as the Wiring Width of 
the pattern are measured based on the SEM image, and the 
facture of the pattern is evaluated based on these dimensional 
values. The result of the evaluation is fed-back to a shape 
correction of the mask pattern and semiconductor manufac 
turing process conditions, thus a high yield is realiZed. 

In order to take an image of the EP With a small amount of 
imaging position misalignment and a high image quality, the 
folloWing process is executed prior to the imaging of the EP. 
Firstly, some or all of adjustment points such as an addressing 
point (hereinafter referred to as AP), an automatic focus 
adjustment point (hereinafter referred to as AF), an automatic 
astigmatism adjustment point (hereinafter referred to as 
AST), or an automatic brightness/contrast adjustment point 
(hereinafter referred to as ABCC) are set if necessary. Then, 
addressing, an automatic focus adjustment, an automatic 
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2 
astigmatism adjustment, or an automatic brightness/ contrast 
adjustment is executed at the respective adjustment points. 
The amount of imaging position misalignment in the address 
ing described above is corrected using an amount of matching 
difference as the amount of position misalignment of imag 
ing. The amount of matching is obtained by matching an SEM 
image at the AP With knoWn coordinates previously regis 
tered as a registered template and an SEM image (a real 
imaging template) observed in the actual imaging sequence 
With each other. The evaluation point (EP) and the adjustment 
points (AP, AF, AST, andABCC) are collectively called imag 
ing points. A position and imaging conditions of EP, and an 
imaging sequence and imaging conditions, an adjustment 
method, and the registered template of each of an imaging 
sequence for taking an image of the EP are managed as an 
imaging recipe, and the SEM executes imaging of the EP 
based on the imaging recipe. 
When the SEM image at the EP is obtained, a desired 

dimension of the semiconductor pattern at a measurement 
point (hereinafter referred to as MP) to be measured in the EP 
using the SEM image. 

Conventionally, the operator of the SEM manually create 
the recipe, and the creation of the recipe is an operation 
requiring energy and time. Further, since in order to register 
the determination of each of the adjustment points and the 
registered templates in the recipe, it is required to actually 
take an image of the Wafer at loW magni?cation, the creation 
of the recipe is a factor of loWering the operation rate of the 
SEM device. Further, as the pattern becomes miniaturized 
and complicated, the number of EP required to be evaluated 
increases explosively, and it is getting unrealistic to create the 
recipe manually from viewpoints of energy and creation time. 

Therefore, regarding the imaging recipe, there is disclosed, 
in JP-A-2002-3280l 5, a semiconductor inspection system for 
determining the AP based on the design data of the circuit 
pattern of the semiconductor described in, for example, 
GDSII format, further clipping the data in the AP out of the 
design data, and registering the data in the AP to the imaging 
recipe as the registered template. In this dace, since there is no 
need for taking an image of a real Wafer only for the purpose 
of determination of the AP and registration of the registered 
template, improvement of operation rate of the SEM can be 
achieved. Further, the system has a function of matching, 
When the SEM image (a real image template) at the AP has 
been obtained in the actual imaging sequence, the real image 
template and the registered template in the design data With 
each other, re-registering the SEM image corresponding to 
the position of the registered template of the design data to the 
imaging recipe as the registered template, and thereafter 
using the registered template of the SEM image thus re 
registered in the addressing processing. Further, the system 
has a function of automatically detecting a characteristic part 
of the pattern from the design data, and registering the part as 
the AP. 

Further, JP-A-2007-250528 describes a method of creating 
the imaging recipe for observing the EP using CAD data. The 
document describes that some or all of the items including the 
number, coordinates, and dimensions/ shapes of imaging 
points, an imaging sequence, a method of changing an imag 
ing position, and imaging conditions necessary for the obser 
vation are automatically obtained from the CAD data. The 
document further describes that an operation of creating the 
image recipe is executed o?line using the CAD data instead of 
the SEM image of a real Wafer. 

In other Words, in the related art, the speci?cation and the 
characteristics of the measurement tool (SEM) side for real 
iZing the measurement expected by the user at the EP has not 
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been considered. Therefore, there have arisen many cases in 
Which correction of the recipe by the operator is required after 
the recipe has been created. 

Further, in the related art, there has been made no consid 
eration of sharing the recipe creation system and the infor 
mation created or obtained by the system among a plurality of 
SEM devices, and therefore, recipe creation is required to be 
executed by every device. Further, there has been made no 
consideration of sharing the imaging/ measurement data 
obtained from a plurality of devices. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to an SEM device provided 
With an automatic creation function for the imaging/measure 
ment recipe and a method therefor, and is in particular for 
providing a recipe creation method expected to solve the 
following problems arising in the automatic creation of the 
measurement recipe thereby reducing the correction of the 
recipe by the operator, and improving the accuracy of imag 
ing or measurement compared to the related art. 

Speci?cally, according to the present invention, it becomes 
possible to create the recipe of the SEM in a Waferless and 
o?lline (Without using the SEM device) condition, and in an 
automatic manner by using the design data. 

Further, in the recipe creation procedure, it is arranged to 
make consideration not only of the vieWpoint of simply tak 
ing an image of the EP designated by the user, but also of the 
speci?cation and the characteristics of the measurement tool 
(SEM) side for realiZing the measurement expected by the 
user at the EP. 

Further, it is arranged that the recipe creation system and 
the information created or obtained by the system are shared 
among a plurality of SEM devices. 

Speci?cally, in order to solve the problems described 
above, in the present invention, a method of measuring a 
dimension of a circuit pattern formed on a substrate using a 
scanning electron microscope, includes the steps of 

(a) inputting a position information of a circuit pattern 
having a dimension to be measured out of the circuit pattern 
formed on the substrate, and design information of the circuit 
pattern including the circuit pattern having the dimension to 
be measured, and formed on the substrate, 

(b) setting a measurement object area including an edge of 
the circuit pattern having the dimension to be measured using 
the position information of the circuit pattern having the 
dimension to be measured and the design information, and an 
imaging area and an imaging condition for imaging an area 
including the measurement object area thus set With a scan 
ning electron microscope, 

(c) setting an imaging sequence for imaging the imaging 
area With the scanning electron microscope for measuring the 
dimension of the circuit pattern, 

(d) imaging the circuit pattern formed on the substrate With 
the scanning electron microscope based on the imaging con 
dition and the imaging sequence, and 

(e) processing the image obtained by imaging to measure 
the dimension of the circuit pattern, Wherein 

step (b) includes the steps of setting, as an area including a 
position at Which the dimension of the circuit pattern is mea 
sured, an area including the edge of the circuit pattern in the 
vicinity of the position at Which the dimension of the circuit 
pattern is measured, and setting in accordance With a direc 
tion of the edge of the circuit pattern included in the area, a 
direction of continuous scanning of an electron beam scanned 
in the scanning electron microscope. 
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4 
Further, in order to solve the problems described above, in 

the present invention, a method of measuring a dimension of 
a circuit pattern formed on a substrate using a scanning elec 
tron microscope, includes the steps of 

(a) inputting a position information of a circuit pattern 
having a dimension to be measured out of the circuit pattern 
formed on the substrate, and design information of the circuit 
pattern including the circuit pattern having the dimension to 
be measured, and formed on the substrate, 

(b) setting a measurement object area including an edge of 
the circuit pattern having the dimension to be measured using 
the position information of the circuit pattern having the 
dimension to be measured and the design information, and an 
imaging area and an imaging condition for imaging an area 
including the measurement object area thus set With a scan 
ning electron microscope, 

(c) imaging the circuit pattern formed on the substrate With 
the scanning electron microscope based on the imaging con 
dition, and 

(d) processing the image obtained by imaging to measure 
the dimension of the circuit pattern using information of the 
edge of the circuit pattern having the dimension to be mea 
sured included in the imaging area, Wherein 

step (b) includes the steps of setting a type of the dimension 
to be measured using the position information of the circuit 
pattern having the dimension to be measured and the design 
information, and setting the measurement object area in 
accordance With the type of the dimension to be measured. 

Further, in order to solve the problems described above, in 
the present invention, an apparatus adapted to measure a 
dimension of a circuit pattern formed on a substrate using a 
scanning electron microscope, includes 

input means for inputting a position information of a circuit 
pattern having a dimension to be measured out of the circuit 
pattern formed on the substrate, and design information of the 
circuit pattern including the circuit pattern having the dimen 
sion to be measured, and formed on the substrate, 

imaging condition setting means including a measurement 
object area setting section adapted to set a measurement 
object area including an edge of the circuit pattern having the 
dimension to be measured using the position information of 
the circuit pattern having the dimension to be measured and 
the design information, and an area/condition setting section 
adapted to set an imaging area and an imaging condition for 
imaging an area including the measurement object area thus 
set by the measurement object area setting section With a 
scanning electron microscope, 

imaging sequence setting means for setting an imaging 
sequence for imaging the imaging area, Which is set by the 
imaging condition setting means for measuring the dimen 
sion of the circuit pattern, With the scanning electron micro 
scope, scanning electron microscope means for imaging the 
circuit pattern formed on the substrate based on the imaging 
condition set by the imaging condition setting means and the 
imaging sequence set by the imaging sequence setting means, 
and 

image processing means for processing the image obtained 
by imaging With the scanning electron microscope means to 
measure the dimension of the circuit pattern, Wherein 

the measurement object area setting section of the imaging 
condition setting means sets, as an area including a position at 
Which the dimension of the circuit pattern is measured, an 
area including the edge of the circuit pattern in the vicinity of 
the position at Which the dimension of the circuit pattern is 
measured, and 

the imaging condition means further includes a scanning 
direction setting section adapted to set a direction of continu 
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ous scanning of an electron beam scanned in the scanning 
electron microscope in accordance with a direction of the 
edge of the circuit pattern included in the area set by the 
measurement object area setting section. 

Further, in order to solve the problems described above, in 
the present invention, an apparatus adapted to measure a 
dimension of a circuit pattern formed on a substrate using a 
scanning electron microscope, includes 

input means for inputting a position information of a circuit 
pattern having a dimension to be measured out of the circuit 
pattern formed on the substrate, and design information of the 
circuit pattern including the circuit pattern having the dimen 
sion to be measured, and formed on the substrate, 

imaging condition setting means including a measurement 
object area setting section adapted to set a measurement 
object area including an edge of the circuit pattern having the 
dimension to be measured using the position information of 
the circuit pattern having the dimension to be measured and 
the design information input by the input means, and an 
area/ condition setting section adapted to set an imaging area 
and an imaging condition for imaging an area including the 
measurement object area thus set by the measurement object 
area setting section with a scanning electron microscope, 

scanning electron microscope means for imaging the cir 
cuit pattern formed on the substrate, based on the imaging 
condition set by the imaging condition setting means, and 

image processing means for processing the image obtained 
by imaging with the scanning electron microscope means to 
measure the dimension of the circuit pattern using informa 
tion of the edge of the circuit pattern having the dimension to 
be measured included in the imaging area, wherein 

the imaging condition setting means further includes a 
dimension measurement type setting section adapted to set a 
type of the dimension to be measured using position infor 
mation of the circuit pattern having the dimension to be 
measured and the design information input by the input 
means, and 

the imaging condition setting means sets the area including 
the edge of the circuit pattern as the measurement object area 
in accordance with the type of the dimension to be measured 
set by the dimension measurement type setting section in the 
measurement object area setting section. 

In the present invention, when the SEM image at the EP is 
obtained, a desired dimension of the semiconductor pattern at 
a measurement point (hereinafter referred to as MP) to be 
measured in the EP using the SEM image. As the desired 
dimension, a line width of the line pattern, an amount of gap 
between the line patterns, and so on can be cited, and herein 
after such variations of measurement in the MPs are called 
dimension measurement types. In some cases, a plurality of 
MPs exists in the EP. Then, an example of a measurement 
method will be explained exemplifying the measurement of a 
line width (a distance between the right and left edges of a 
line) of a line pattern as the dimension measurement type. In 
order to measure the line width correctly, it is required to 
accurately and stably measure the positions of the right and 
left edges of the line. Therefore, there is a method in which an 
area with a predetermined dimension including the edge is set 
on each of the right and the left edges, and a cumulative pro?le 
less subject to the image noise or the line edge roughness is 
obtained by accumulating the SEM signal in the area in the 
line direction, and the edge position is detected using the 
pro?le. The measurement object area (the area on the SEM 
image referred to by obtaining the measured value) with a 
predetermined dimension including the edge is designated by 
a box called a dimension measurement cursor. The position 
and the shape of the dimension measurement cursor, a dimen 
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6 
sion measurement method (a dimension measurement algo 
rithm and a dimension measurement parameter) are managed 
as a measurement recipe, and the SEM performs the measure 
ment at the EP based on the measurement recipe. 

In the present speci?cation, the terms an imaging recipe 
and a measurement recipe are used along the de?nitions 
described above. It should be noted that the de?nitions of the 
imaging recipe and the measurement recipe are nothing more 
than an example, the setting items designated by the respec 
tive recipes can be managed in arbitrary combinations. There 
fore, in the case in which the imaging recipe and the mea 
surement recipe are not particularly discriminated, both 
recipes are collectively called simply a recipe or an imaging/ 
measurement recipe. 

According to the present invention, it becomes possible for 
everyone to automatically and quickly create the highly accu 
rate recipe in the waferless condition and without an extraor 
dinary knowledge about the SEM. The advantages of the 
present invention can be summarized as the following items 
(1) through (3). 
(1) By using the design data, it becomes possible to automati 

cally create the recipe of the SEM in a waferless, of?ine 
(without using the SEM device) condition, which leads to 
reduction of burden of the operator and improvement of the 
operation rate of the SEM device. Further, the automation 
of the operation allows the recipe creation independent of 
difference in skill between the operators. 

(2) In the recipe creation procedure according to the present 
invention, since the speci?cation and characteristic of the 
measurement tool (SEM) for realiZing the measurement 
intended by the user at the EP are also taken into consid 
eration, in addition to the viewpoint of simply imaging the 
EPs designated by the user, it can be expected to reduce the 
frequency of the case in which the recipe correction by the 
operator becomes necessary after the recipe has once been 
created, and to improve the strictness of the imaging or the 
measurement compared to the related art. 

(3) By sharing the recipe creation system and the information 
created or obtained by the system among a plurality of 
SEM devices, it can be eliminated to execute the recipe 
creation by every device. Further, since the result data 
including successful cases and failed cases in the imaging/ 
measurement obtained from a plurality of devices can be 
shared, it is possible to collect a lot of result data quickly, 
and if a problem exists in the recipe creation rule, for 
example, a measure against the problem can quickly be 
taken based on the result data. 

These and other objects, features and advantages of the 
invention will be apparent from the following more particular 
description of preferred embodiments of the invention, as 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a con?guration of an SEM 
device for embodying the present invention. 

FIG. 2A is a diagram schematically showing the condition 
that electrons are emitted from a surface of a semiconductor 
wafer in response to scanning of an electron beam, and FIG. 
2B is a diagram showing a method of imaging the amount of 
signal obtained by detecting electrons emitted from the sur 
face of the semiconductor wafer. 

FIG. 3A is a ?owchart representing an imaging sequence, 
and FIG. 3B is a diagram showing positions corresponding to 
respective imaging steps of the ?owchart in a beam shift 
allowable area from evaluation points (EP). 
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FIG. 4 is a chart for showing an overall processing ?ow for 
creating the recipe. 

FIG. 5 is a chart showing an estimation ?ow for a dimen 
sion measurement type/ measurement point in the evaluation 
point. 

FIG. 6A is a diagram showing an example of the case in 
which the dimension measurement type is a line width of a 
line pattern, FIG. 6B is a diagram showing an example of the 
case in which the dimension measurement type is a distance 
between the line patterns, FIG. 6C is a diagram showing an 
example of the case in which the dimension measurement 
type is a gap between a line end section of the line pattern and 
the line pattern, FIG. 6D is a diagram showing an example of 
the case in which the dimension measurement type is an 
amount of reces sion of the end section of the line pattern, FIG. 
6E is a diagram showing an example of the case in which the 
dimension measurement type is a diameter of a contact hole 
and the diameter is measured in tow or more directions, FIG. 
6F is a diagram showing an example of the case in which the 
dimension measurement type is a diameter of a contact hole 
and the diameter is measured in one direction, FIG. 6G is a 
diagram showing an example of the case in which the dimen 
sion measurement type is dimensions of a major axis and a 
minor axis of the line pattern, FIG. 6H is a diagram showing 
an example of the case in which the dimension measurement 
type is a gap width between the line patterns, FIG. 6I is a 
diagram showing an example of the case in which the dimen 
sion measurement type is a shape of the pattern, FIG. 6] is a 
diagram enlargedly showing a part of FIG. 6I, FIG. 6K is a 
diagram showing an SEM signal pro?le corresponding to the 
line between 0t and [3 shown in FIG. 6A, FIG. 6L is an 
enlarged diagram of FIG. 6A, FIG. 6M is a diagram showing 
an example of the case in which the dimension measurement 
type is a line width of the line pattern extending in the y 
direction, FIG. 6N is a diagram showing an example of the 
case in which the dimension measurement type is a line width 
of the line pattern extending in the x direction, FIG. 6O is a 
diagram showing an example of the case in which the dimen 
sion measurement type is a line width of the line pattern 
extending in the x direction and there is a view ?eld misalign 
ment in the x direction, and FIG. 6P is a diagram showing an 
example of the case in which the dimension measurement 
type is a gap between the line patterns, and a part of a dimen 
sion measurement cursor runs out of the view ?eld due to the 
view ?eld misalignment. 

FIG. 7A is a diagram showing an example of two patterns 
included in the view ?eld of the evaluation point (EP), FIG. 
7B is a diagram showing the design data corresponding to the 
EP shown in FIG. 7A, FIG. 7C is a diagram showing a pattern 
obtained by modifying the pattern as designed, FIG. 7D is a 
diagram showing an example of measurement points of the 
line patterns in the x direction estimated from the design data, 
FIG. 7E is a diagram showing an example of measurement 
points of the end sections of line patterns in the y direction 
estimated from the design data, FIG. 7F is a diagram showing 
an example of measurement points of a gap between the line 
patterns estimated from the design data, and FIG. 7G is a 
diagram showing an example of OPC shape measurement 
points estimated from the design data. 

FIG. 8A is a diagram showing the case in which the line 
width of each of the six line patterns is measured, FIG. 8B is 
a diagram showing the condition in which the measurement 
points of the six line patterns are set so as to be included in the 
view ?elds of the EPs, FIG. 8C is a diagram showing the 
condition in which the EPs are set to be optimiZed so that the 
imaging ranges do not overlap with each other, FIG. 8D is a 
diagram showing the condition in which there exist three 
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8 
measurement points in the design data and the EP is set 
corresponding to each of the measurement points, FIG. SE is 
a diagram showing the condition in which two EPs out of the 
three EPs corresponding respectively to the three measure 
ment points are merged with each other, and FIG. SE is a 
diagram showing the condition in which two EPs, a different 
combination thereof from the combination shown in FIG. 8E, 
out of the three EPs corresponding respectively to the three 
measurement points are merged with each other. 

FIG. 9A is a diagram showing the condition in which the 
dimension measurement cursors are disposed on the design 
data, FIG. 9B is a diagram showing the line pattern observed 
by an SEM device, FIG. 9C is a diagram showing the condi 
tion in which the design data is matched with the SEM image 
of the pattern, FIG. 9D is a diagram showing the condition in 
which the dimension measurement cursors are displayed so 
as to overlap on the SEM image, FIG. 9E is a diagram show 
ing the condition in which the positions of the dimension 
measurement cursors are shifted in accordance with the edge 
positions of the pattern on the SEM image, FIG. 9F is a 
diagram showing an example in which a correction has been 
made so as to extend the pro?le reference range outside the 
line pattern in the case in which the skirt sections of the white 
band protrusions are long in the SEM signal pro?le of the line 
pattern, FIG. 9G is a diagram showing the design data of an 
upper layer pattern and a lower layer pattern, FIG. 9H is a 
diagram showing the patterns on the SEM image correspond 
ing to the patterns on the design data shown in FIG. 9G, FIG. 
9I is a diagram showing the condition in which the patterns on 
the design data and the patterns on the SEM image are 
matched with each other, and the dimension measurement 
cursors are disposed thereon, FIG. 9] is an SEM image in the 
condition in which the upper layer pattern and the lower layer 
pattern are misaligned to each other due to a fault in the 
manufacturing process, and FIG. 9K is a diagram showing the 
condition in which the patterns on the design data is matched 
with the SEM image in the condition in which the upper layer 
pattern and the lower layer pattern are shifted from each other, 
and the dimension measurement cursors are disposed 
thereon. 

FIG. 10A is a diagram showing two patterns on the design 
data and a pair of cursors for measuring the distance between 
the two patterns, FIG. 10B is a diagram showing a matching 
result of the pattern of the SEM image and the pattern as 
designed, FIG. 10C is an enlarged view of a part of the 
dimension measurement cursor shown in FIG. 10B, FIG. 10D 
is an SEM image of the patterns with comers rounded due to 
the resolution limit of the lithography, and FIG. 10E is an 
enlarged view of a part of the dimension measurement cursor 
shown in FIG. 10D. 

FIG. 11A is a diagram showing the condition in which 
eight EPs exist in a low magni?cation image area of the SEM, 
FIG. 11B is a part of a GUI showing an initial imaging order, 
FIG. 11C is a part of the GUI showing the imaging order with 
the reduced number of times of rotation compared to the 
imaging order shown in FIG. 11B, FIG. 11D is a part of the 
GUI showing the imaging order with the reduced total dis 
tance of view ?eld movement between the EPs compared to 
the imaging order shown in FIG. 11B, and FIG. 11E is a part 
of the GUI showing the imaging order determined in consid 
eration of the time required for a rotation and the time 
required for the view ?eld movement between the EPs in the 
case in which the time required for a rotation and the time 
required for the view ?eld movement between the EPs are 
roughly the same. 

FIG. 12A is a diagram showing a con?guration of an appa 
ratus system for realiZing the present invention, and FIG. 12B 
































